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A. Carol writes about her mum. Read what she writes. Then tick the best answer for
each question. (20%@2%)
My mum is very helpful. Every day, she wakes up very early to cook breakfast
for the whole family. My brother and I
never late for school because Mum
always wakes us up in the morning. Therefore, we can always turn off the alarm clock
and sleep some more. After breakfast, Mum usually stays at home, and my brother and
I go to school. However,
the weather is bad, Mum will take us to school. This 5
is because she is worried that we will get wet in the rain.
Mum takes care
everything at home. Our house is always tidy and clean.
Mum is a great cook as well! At dinnertime, I often get very hungry just looking at the
dishes on the table.
Mum also helps other people. She is a member of a charity club. Every 10
Saturday morning, she goes to a nearby elderly home. The old people there are happy
to see her because they enjoy
with her. Mum also reads newspapers to them
since most of them cannot read.
My mum is perfect!
1. Read line 2: ‘My brother and I ______
never late for school…’
( ) is
( ) was
( ) am
( ) are

2. What does Carol’s mum always do in the
morning?
( ) wash the clothes
( ) prepare breakfast
( ) go jogging
( ) feed the dog

3. Read line 5: ‘However, ______ the
weather is bad, Mum will take us to
school.
( ) but
( ) and
( ) if
( ) so
5. Read line 7: ‘Mum takes care ______
everything at home.’
( ) for
( ) of
( ) from
( ) in

4. Read line 5: ‘…the weather is bad, …’ What
does ‘bad’ mean in this passage?
( ) It is hot.
( ) It is sunny.
( ) It is cloudy.
( ) It is rainy.
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6. Which of the followings is TRUE?
(
(
(
(

) Carol’s mum cooks badly.
) Carol is a member of a charity.
) The elderly home is close to Carol’s home.
) Carol’s mum enjoys reading books.
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7. Read line 11: ‘The old people there are
happy to see her…’ ‘there’ refers to
_______.
( ) the school
( ) the elderly home
( ) Carol’s home
( ) the bookshop
9. What does Carol’s mum read to the old
people?
( ) adventure stories
( ) fairytales
( ) the news
( ) poems

8. Read line 12: ‘… they enjoy _______ with
her.’
( ) to talk
( ) talks
( ) talking
( ) talk
10. ‘My mum is perfect!’ What does ‘perfect’
mean in this passage?
( ) pretty and friendly
( ) nice and helpful
( ) beautiful and tall
( ) funny and lovely

B. Carol’s mum is ill today. Carol is helping her with the housework. Look at her
list. See what she has finished and what she has not. Then make sentences by
following the example. (15%@3%)
(✔) feed the dog

(✘) water the plants

(✘) clean the windows

(✔) sweep the floor

(✔) polish the furniture

(✘) buy a newspaper

e.g. Carol has fed the dog.
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________________________
B. Complete the sentences with the correct adverbs. (15%@3%)
angry

soft

calm

polite

loud

My mum is very nice to all people. She speaks to us 1. __________ and 2. _________.
If we do something wrong, Dad may shout at us 3. __________ and 4. __________. We
will be frightened. However, Mum always acts 5. __________ and asks Dad not to shout at
us. Then we will be fine. My mum is the angel of our home!
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